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Uber drivers remain

independent contractors

as lawsuit settled

SAN FRANCISCO: Uber has agreed to pay up to $100
million to settle a class-action lawsuit which resolves a
major challenge to its business model by allowing the
ride-hailing service to keep its California and
Massachusetts drivers as independent contractors.

The lawsuit had claimed that Uber drivers are employ-
ees and thus entitled to reimbursement of expenses. The
case against Uber had been closely watched in Silicon
Valley, as other companies in the on-demand tech econ-
omy share Uber’s reliance on independent contractors.
The class action had been scheduled for a trial in San
Francisco federal court in June. 

“We realize that some will be disappointed not to see
this case go to trial,” said Shannon Liss-Riordan, an attor-
ney for drivers. However, Liss-Riordan said the plaintiff
drivers faced significant risks of losing if the case moved
forward, particularly because a federal appeals court had
recently agreed to review an order allowing Uber drivers
to sue as a group. Nothing about the settlement pre-
vents a future court, or U.S. labor authorities, from deem-
ing Uber drivers as employees, she said in a statement.

DRIVER DEACTIVATION
Out of the $100 million proposed payment, $84 million

is guaranteed to drivers. Uber could also pay an additional
$16 million, but only if the company’s valuation grows by
150 percent above its December 2015 financing round
within a year after any initial public offering.

Uber was valued at $62.5 billion in that December fund-
ing round. Uber agreed to some changes in its business
practices, including the institution of a policy for deactiva-
tion of drivers, chief executive Travis Kalanick said in a blog
post about the settlement. Some drivers had long com-
plained that Uber arbitrarily terminated users from its plat-
form. Uber is “pleased” that the deal “recognizes that drivers
should remain as independent contractors, not employees,”
Kalanick said in the post.

The company also agreed to help create a drivers’
association in both states. Liss-Riordan said that while
such groups are not officially a union, they can act like a
union in bringing grievances to management’s attention.
The settlement is similar to a separate agreement
announced with Lyft drivers earlier this year, though the
Uber agreement is much larger given that Uber has many
more drivers. Over 450,000 US drivers currently use the
app each month, Kalanick said in the blog post. The Uber
deal must be approved by U.S. District Judge Edward
Chen in San Francisco. — Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft Corp and Intel
Corp’s financial results this week brought into
sharp relief the onetime PC partners’ attempts to
gear up for cloud computing, where Microsoft is
soaring and Intel has not quite taken off.
Chipmaker Intel has seen its share price drop 2
percent over the last year, as software maker
Microsoft’s stock has risen 30 percent. Microsoft’s
market capitalization of around $439.68 billion is
almost three times Intel’s at $150.96 billion, com-
pared to about double five years ago.

“Wintel” computers running Windows on
Intel chips dominated the personal-computing
era, which is slowly ending as more people turn
to mobile phones for computing needs and cor-
porations deemphasize desktops. Both Intel and
Microsoft, run by relatively new CEOs Brian
Krzanich and Satya Nadella, are betting their
businesses on the cloud.

Microsoft’s cloud business, a combination of
services and software catering to corporations
moving computing functions to remote data
centers run by outside providers, is growing
strongly, although analysts want more clarity. A
category it calls “intelligent cloud,” which
includes traditional server software, grew 3 per-
cent over the last year to $9.46 billion.

At Intel, in a quarter where the company
announced plans to cut 12,000 jobs as it shifts
away from the PC, data-center business revenue
rose 9 percent to $4 billion. That segment
includes the chips powering cloud data centers,
where the company says it is doing well.

“There’s this perception that Microsoft is

more on the cusp and benefiting from this
(cloud) trend,” said Dan Morgan, a fund manager
at Synovus Trust Co who holds both companies
in his portfolio. “Intel is still more drowned out,”
meaning not as high-profile. Microsoft’s best-
known play in the cloud is Azure, a set of services
for computing and storage as well as tools for

software developers. Azure is gaining ground on
Amazon’s AWS unit, the industry heavyweight in
cloud computing services. 

Azure commands about 10 percent of the
$23 billion market, estimates Synergy Research,
compared with AWS’s 31 percent. Intel has done
well in its category, dominating the market for
processor chips that are the brains of data cen-
ter computers, but the business faces major
pressures.

Much of the difference in the companies’ for-
tunes boils down to Microsoft’s fundamental
business as a software company versus Intel’s as
a hardware company, argues Nick Sturiale, a ven-
ture capitalist at Ignition Partners.

Clients are spending an ever-larger part of
their technology budget on software, according
to research firm Gartner. And Intel’s customer
base for data-center chips is consolidating into a
few big companies, including Facebook, Google,
Amazon and Microsoft itself, from a much wider
group. “The cloud vendors are brutal price nego-
tiators and have more power over Intel,” said
Sturiale. Average prices of data center chips fell 3
percent in the last quarter, although Intel said
that reflected the fact that cheaper chips were
gaining ground the fastest. —Reuters

As Microsoft soars on cloud, PC partner Intel seeks lift off

BEIJING: Apple Inc’s online book and film
services have gone dark in China, after
Beijing introduced regulations in March
imposing strict curbs on online publish-
ing, particularly for foreign firms.

Attempts by Reuters yesteriday to
access Apple’s iBooks Store and iTunes
Movies services were met with a message
in Chinese saying they were “unusable”.

China’s media regulator, the State
Administration of Press, Publication,
Radio, Film and Television, demanded
Apple halt the service, the New York
Times reported, citing two unnamed peo-
ple. The regulator did not respond to a
faxed request from Reuters for comment.
“We hope to make books and movies
available again to our customers in China
as soon as possible,” said a Beijing-based
Apple spokeswoman, who declined to
provide further comment.

This is not the first time an Apple serv-
ice has been made unavailable in China.
The company’s News app, launched last
year, can be used in many countries by
people who downloaded the app from
the U.S., United Kingdom or Australia App
Stores. But those people trying to access
the service on the mainland are shown
the message “News isn’t supported in
your current region”.

The Apple spokeswoman in Beijing
said News had only launched in the U.S.,
United Kingdom and Australia, but
declined to comment on how the app
could still be used in places like South
Korea and Hong Kong but was blocked in
mainland China. 

Apple’s second-largest market by rev-
enue is Greater China, which includes
Taiwan and Hong Kong, driven by the
iPhone’s popularity in the world’s biggest
smartphone market.

But the company has at times met
with official resistance from Beijing, with
state media once branding the U.S. tech
behemoth’s iPhone a danger to national

security. In March, regulations came into
effect that prohibit foreign ownership
and joint ventures in online publishing
and stipulate that all content be stored on
servers in China. The move sparked fear of
greater curbs on foreign businesses.

In an effort to shape public opinion,
President Xi Jinping’s government has
implemented an unprecedented tight-
ening of internet and media controls
and sought to codify the policy within
the law, a campaign that critics say

ignores human rights and is a burden
for business. Earlier this month, the U.S.
labelled China’s internet censorship a
trade barrier in a report for the first time
since 2013, saying worsening online
restrictions are damaging the business
of U.S. companies.

Officials say internet restrictions are
needed to ensure security in the face of
rising threats such as terrorism and for-
eign ideology that could destabilise
China.  — Reuters

Two Apple services 

blocked in China

ARGENTEUIL: Senegalese software programmer Ousseynou Khadim Beye pos-
es yesterday, North of Paris. — AFP 


